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These are not the effects you are looking for:

Causality and the within-/between-person

distinction in longitudinal data analysis
Julia M. Rohrer1 and Kou Murayama2,3

In psychological science, researchers often pay particular attention to the distinction
between within- and between-person relationships in longitudinal data analysis. Here,
we aim to clarify the relationship between the within- and between-person distinction
and causal inference, and show that the distinction is informative but does not play a
decisive role for causal inference. Our main points are threefold. First, within-person
data are not necessary for causal inference; for example, between-person
experiments can inform us about (average) causal effects. Second, within-person data
are not sufficient for causal inference; for example, time-varying confounders can
lead to spurious within-person associations. Finally, despite not being sufficient,
within-person data can be tremendously helpful for causal inference. We provide
pointers to help readers navigate the more technical literature on longitudinal models,
and conclude with a call for more conceptual clarity: Instead of letting statistical
models dictate which substantive questions we ask, we should start with well-defined
theoretical estimands which in turn determine both study design and data analysis.

Daily diary studies, experience sampling, mobile sensing: Technological innovations

have made it much easier for psychologists to collect intensive longitudinal data from

multiple participants. Accordingly, the number of studies making use of such data has

increased steadily (e.g., Hamaker & Wichers, 2017), relevant statistical models have gained

in prominence, and interest in psychology as an idiographic science has been rekindled

(Molenaar, 2004). That is not to say that the idea of assessing a person multiple times is a

new one—“occasions” constitute one of the three axes of Cattell’s well-known “data cube”
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(the other two being “persons” and “variables”, Cattell, 1952)—but empirical research is

finally catching up with a dimension that has always been considered conceptually

important.

With the increased amount of longitudinal data available, recent studies have paid

particular attention to “disentangling” within- and between-person effects (e.g., Curran &

Bauer, 2011; Hamaker et al., 2005; Voelkle et al., 2014). For example, a positive association

between talkativeness and subjective well-being may exist on the between-person

level—people who are (on average) more talkative than others are (on average) happier

than others—or it may exist on the within-person level—people who are more talkative today

(than they usually are) are happier today (than they usually are). Within- and

between-person effects can be statistically independent (i.e., they can take on different

values, or even opposite signs), and it is the latter within-person effects that psychologists

often deem more interesting as they are meant to inform us about “within-person processes”

(e.g., Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). In line with traditions of the field (Grosz et al., 2020),

however, the psychological literature on within-person data often shies away from explicitly

interpreting such processes as causal effects; and only recently have authors tried to

explicitly bridge the gap with the causal inference literature (e.g., Gische et al., 2021; Lüdtke

& Robitzsch, 2021; Voelkle et al., 2018). However, just because the term “causal” was not

used does not mean that it was not implied all along. For example, Curran and Bauer (2011)

invoke the following “within-person process”: when an individual engages in effective coping,

this mitigates the effects of stress for them. The most plausible reading of this “process” is

that effective coping has a causal effect on various relevant outcomes for the individual.

In the psychological literature, concerns about the within/between-person distinction

have taken center stage. Here, we are going to argue that we should change gears and put

causal inference upfront when planning to collect and analyze longitudinal data. The

within/between distinction only plays an instrumental role in this endeavor, and we make

three points to clarify its substantive utility. First, it is not necessary to investigate

within-person associations to identify causal effects—other designs can do so, too. Second,

it is not sufficient to investigate within-subject associations to identify causal

effects—confounding can still be an issue. Third, while longitudinal within-person data are

neither necessary nor sufficient for causal inference, they still can be tremendously helpful.

They can aid causal identification, allowing us to relax some assumptions; they can inform

us about interindividual differences in causal effects; and they can give us a more dynamic

view of how effects unfold over time. With this manuscript, we aim to provide some general

conceptual guidance for researchers who want to make full use of the potential of
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longitudinal data, and provide entry points into the more technical literature on causal

inference.

Within-Person Data Are Not Necessary For Causal

Inference
In the potential outcomes framework (Holland, 1986; Rubin, 1974), individual causal

effects are defined as differences in potential values of an outcome variable (Y) under

different treatments (A). We will start with an example which reflects a “typical” question that

researchers may aim to answer with within-person data: does talkativeness, an aspect of

extraversion, increase subjective well-being? As a starting point for a formalization of this

effect, we focus on a single unit (for our purposes, an individual), measured without error

(see West & Thoemmes, 2010 for a more comprehensive introduction). Here, Y may be an

individual’s subjective well-being at the end of today, and A may refer to the treatment of

spending the day being talkative (A = 1) as opposed to spending the day being untalkative

(A = 0). If the person was talkative, Ya = 1 would be observed; if the person was untalkative,

Ya = 0 would be observed. These two values, Ya = 1 and Ya = 0, are the individual’s potential

outcomes. The individual’s causal effect of being talkative today on their subjective

well-being at the end of the day is defined by the contrast between the two, Ya = 1 - Ya = 0. This

individual causal effect is unobservable. Today, the individual will have either been talkative

or untalkative, so only one of the individual potential outcomes Ya = 0 and  Ya = 1 will be

realized as Y and become observable. How could we possibly recover it from

between-person data?

In virtually all circumstances, we cannot. With between-person data, the individual

causal effect is out of reach. However, if we observe multiple people for a single day, it can

become possible to estimate the average of their individual causal effects. Consider the

possibility of a randomized experiment in which we assign a large number of people to either

spending the day being talkative or spending the day untalkative. For the sake of the

argument, let’s pretend we had two pills that manipulated individuals’ talkativeness in a

highly reliable and targeted manner for the duration of a single day, rendering them either

talkative or untalkative to an exactly pre-specified degree.

Prior to the manipulation, individuals' “natural” talkativeness may be correlated with

the potential outcomes. For example, people who are more talkative might be those who are

happier generally, meaning that both of their potential outcomes are higher. But after the

randomized treatment, the assigned talkativeness will not be correlated with the individuals’
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potential outcomes Ya = 0 and Ya = 1; this means that the two treatment groups are

interchangeable with respect to their potential outcomes.  Thus,

E[Ya = 1 - Ya = 0] = E[Ya = 1] - E[Ya = 0] (1)

=  E[Ya = 1|A = 1] - E[Ya = 0|A = 0] (2)

= E[Y|A = 1] - E[Y|A = 0]. (3)

The expected value of the individual level causal effect across individuals is the

arithmetic mean; the expected value of a difference is equivalent to the difference between

the expected values (1). As the groups are interchangeable with respect to their potential

outcome, their expected potential outcomes will not systematically vary; we can thus

substitute the expected potential outcomes across all individuals with the expected potential

outcomes in the respective groups (2). In the treatment group, the respective potential

outcomes are realized (3). The assumption to ensure the equivalence between (2) and (3) is

called consistency, which we will mention later. Thus, by taking the difference between the

group means of the outcome, we recover the average of the individual causal effects, which

is often called the average treatment effect (ATE).

This fundamental property is what renders randomization such a valuable tool. And it

clearly demonstrates that between-person data can inform us about within-person

processes—albeit only in aggregate.4 Going beyond experimental data, average causal

effects can also be estimated with the help of non-experimental between-person data (or

with the help of natural experiments). Such endeavors require strong additional assumptions

that may vary in their plausibility (for accessible introductions, see e.g. Elwert, 2013; Hernán

& Robins, 2010; Pearl et al., 2016; Rohrer, 2018; Rosenbaum, 2017).

How does this mesh with the often-emphasized fact that between- and within-person

associations are statistically independent (e.g., Schmitz & Skinner, 1993)? Even though

these associations are sometimes also labeled between- and within-person effects, they do

not refer to causal quantities. The between- and within-person associations are a function of

(1) non-causal associations between the two variables of interest (e.g., associations induced

by confounders) and (2) causal associations (induced by effects flowing either way).

Considering (1), one of the reasons why associations may diverge is that some

confounders—time-invariant factors such as stable socio-demographic variables, but also

stable personality traits—will only affect the between-person association but not

4 Unless we additionally assume that the causal effect is the same for each individual (e.g.,
West & Thoemmes, 2010).
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within-person associations. In practice, this means that between-person associations (e.g.,

between talkativeness and happiness) can often plausibly be explained away by

time-invariant third variables (e.g., gender, age, childhood socio-economic status, stable

personality traits). In contrast, within-person associations cannot be explained away by third

variables that are stable for the duration of the data collection. This means that it can also be

theoretically (albeit unrealistic in many cases, in particular in the presence of stabilty due to

traits or auto-regressive effects) possible to recover average within-person associations from

between-person associations when the relevant time-invariant confounders are adjusted for,

just like average causal effects can potentially be recovered from between-person data

(Murayama et al., 2017).

Considering (2), another reason why within- and between-person associations may

diverge are scenarios in which causal associations between the variables of interest cannot

be captured by within-person associations. There may be a lack of within-person variability

in the independent variable of interest over the course of the study; or the causal effects may

unfold over a time frame longer than the duration of the study (Lüdtke & Robitzsch, 2021).

We will return to the issue of time frame when discussing design parameters.

Within-Person Data Are Not Sufficient For Causal

Inference
Now we have seen that within-person data are not necessary for causal inference.

But they are not sufficient either: longitudinal data on their own do not justify causal

inferences. The reason for this is again confounding. As discussed above, within-person

associations are not affected by time-invariant confounding factors. However, they can still

be influenced by time-varying confounding factors.

Let us assume we had intensive within-person data of individuals’ talkativeness and

subjective well-being. This allows us to compare days on which they were talkative to days

on which they were untalkative. But talkativeness was not randomized, and so it is possible

that the treatment (being talkative vs. untalkative) is correlated with the potential outcomes

(potential well-being that day).

For example, social events (such as dates or parties) may both affect talkativeness

as well as happiness. Let us first consider the “contemporaneous” association between the

reported level of talkativeness on a given day and happiness at the end of that day. This

association will be confounded, because talkative days are not interchangeable—they are

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/KIyq
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/XUOD
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days on which more social events happened, and those events alone may be sufficient to

make one happier.

Next, let us consider the lagged association between the reported talkativeness on a

given day (day 1) and happiness at the end of the next day (day 2). We might think that

confounding by social events is no longer an issue when we adjust for happiness at day 1,

as this may already capture the confounding influence of social events. However, this

entirely depends on the time course over which the causal effects of social events unfold. If

they immediately induce talkativeness (small-talk at the party) but affect happiness more

slowly over multiple days (the warm, ongoing glow after having reconnected with old

friends), then they will end up confounding the lagged associations as well. And in this

particular substantive example, the lagged effect may not be particularly informative to begin

with—if we assume that the affective benefits of talkativeness are reaped immediately, we

would expect them to be mostly captured in happiness on the same day rather than the next

day. We bring up the issue of the “correct” time lag in our discussion on how to make the

most of within-person data.

In short, causal inferences on the basis of within-person data rest on the assumption

that all (time-varying) confounders have been appropriately adjusted for.

Within-Person Data Can Be Very Helpful For

Causal Inference
As we have explained, both between- and within-person data require strong

assumptions to warrant causal inference. However, the use of within-person data allows us

to relax certain assumptions. Thus, although we still need to think clearly about the

remaining assumptions, within-person data can aid causal inference.

As stated above, within-person associations are not affected by time-invariant

confounders. Within-person data thus have potential to control for various types of

between-person confounding, including unobservable confounders. One of the simplest

ways that attempt to achieve this is so-called fixed effects models (Hamaker & Muthén,

2020; Imai & Kim, 2019; McNeish & Kelley, 2019). Conceptually, the fixed effect approach

corresponds to the procedure in which we mean-center the variables of interest (i.e.,

subtract person-specific averages) before examining the effects of interest (e.g., Hamaker &

Muthén, 2020; McNeish & Kelley, 2019). The fixed effects approach or mean centering

cannot perfectly control for time-invariant confounders (e.g., it cannot control for unobserved

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/xNFm+GwZ1+4Dui
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/xNFm+GwZ1+4Dui
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time-invariant confounders having time variant effects on observed variables). But it

successfully identifies contemporaneous causal effects under assumptions that have been

spelled out in great clarity by Imai and Kim (2019). In particular, in the standard fixed-effects

model, we have to assume that there are no lagged causal dynamics: past happiness does

not affect current talkativeness, past talkativeness does not affect current happiness.

Psychologists are, of course, often interested in precisely estimating these causal

dynamics, which may explain why models including reciprocal effects are so much more

popular in the psychological literature. Can we identify such reciprocal causal effects in

longitudinal data? Recent literature has suggested that the most widely-used form of such

models, cross-lagged panel models, fail at the task of controlling between-subject

confounding despite their use of longitudinal data (Hamaker et al., 2015). This has prompted

researchers to use a modification of the model to separate stable trait effects (random

intercepts) to estimate cross-lagged effects (i.e., random-intercept cross-lagged model and

its variants (Hamaker et al., 2015). Random-intercept cross-lagged model has become very

popular in psychology, but very similar models have already been proposed in other fields

(e.g., dynamic panel model; for mathematical equivalence, see Andersen, 2020).

However, whether these random intercepts are sufficient to adjust for time-invariant

confounders still depends on additional assumptions — like fixed-effects approach, the

model cannot control for unobserved time-invariant confounders having time-variant effects

(see also Lüdtke & Robitzsch, 2021). There is no magic to control for all time-invariant

confounders at once without assessing them. The model is also unable to identify

contemporaneous causal effects (i.e., we cannot identify both lagged and contemporaneous

causal effects). In short, there is great potential to unravel causal effects in longitudinal data,

but there is no “one-size-fits-all” procedure to enable causal inference. Instead, we need to

be very clear about the type of causal effects we want to examine (e.g., lagged effect vs.

contemporaneous effects), and we need to carefully evaluate the underlying assumptions.

Maybe due to psychology’s fraught relationship with causality (Grosz et al., 2020),

the literature on the many models discussed in our field—such as varieties of change-score

models, cross-lagged models, and latent curve models—is unfortunately not always

transparent with respect to the assumptions under which these models can successfully

identify causal effects. However, more recently, researchers have tried to bridge the gap

between longitudinal data modeling in psychology and causal inference. Usami et al. (2019)

provide a discussion of the causal assumptions underlying popular models. Lüdtke and

Robitzsch (2021) contrast the standard cross-lagged panel model and the random-intercept

cross-lagged panel model with respect to causal inference. Gische, West and Voelkle (2021)

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/xNFm/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/XUOD+x1RQ
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/trVY
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/jwAU/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/ax0D/?noauthor=1
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introduce graphical causal models for researchers familiar with structural equation modeling

and the cross-lagged panel design; and Voelkle et al. (2018) provide a more general

discussion of the role of time for understanding psychological mechanisms, which they quite

explicitly describe as a sequence of causal effects. Lastly, Zyphur et al. (2020; 2020) develop

a comprehensive general cross-lagged panel model as a generic approach to translate

assumptions into a statistical model.

Of course, other fields have also tackled the issue of causal inference with

longitudinal data. For example, the sociologists Elwert and Pfeffer (2019) developed an

approach that uses future values of the independent variable to detect and reduce omitted

variable bias. In epidemiology, the particularly promising approach of marginal structural

models (Robins et al., 2000) has been developed. These models implement a multi-step

estimation procedure to control for time-varying confounding variables (Williamson & Ravani,

2017). The promise of such models for causal inference in psychology, however, has not yet

been well recognized (Lüdtke & Robitzsch, 2020; Usami, 2020). Thoemmes and Ong (2016)

provide an introduction to marginal structural models in combination with inverse probability

weighting as a means for third-variable adjustment in longitudinal data, including annotated

SPSS and R code. Lastly, VanderWeele, Mathur and Chan (2020) have developed a

comprehensive template for so-called outcome-wide longitudinal designs, in which the goal

is to identify the causal effects of an independent variable on a number of outcome

variables, and longitudinal data is leveraged to reduce concerns about confounding.

Aside from causal identification, which often focuses on average effects, longitudinal

data may also enhance causal inference for other reasons. First, longitudinal data can

improve our understanding of how causal effects unfold over time (Voelkle et al., 2018).

Second, they may provide the means to actually estimate individual-level causal effects.

Causal effects may vary between individuals, and we can take into account such

between-person variability of causal effects with longitudinal data. The optimal approach to

identify such effects are experiments in which we observe individuals repeatedly in different

experimental conditions (see Fine Point 2.1, Hernán & Robins, 2020, p. 16); there has been

some methodological development to obtain a better causal estimate with this type of design

(Schmiedek & Neubauer, 2020). Doing this with observational longitudinal data once again

requires more and stronger assumptions, and this is an important avenue for future

methodological work.

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/UVLK/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/uBdM+gnMd/?noauthor=1,1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/77Q8/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/nJzg
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/5AqX
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/5AqX
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/Gf2T+yQk6
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/13XQ/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/kiKw/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/UVLK
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/J0VE/?locator=16&prefix=see%20Fine%20Point%202.1%2C
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/afaW
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Making The Most Of Our Within-person Data
In recent years, we have observed considerable enthusiasm for the within-person

approach in psychology, with various advanced statistical models proposed. In line with this

enthusiasm, we believe that within-person data is a promising way to advance causal

inference. Yet we also feel like its promises have led people to put the technological and

methodological cart before the conceptual horse. Researchers may decide to collect

within-person data with an ESM study because it is the innovative thing to do right now; they

may decide to apply certain statistical models because they appear novel and highly

sophisticated. Journals may further implicitly reinforce this style of research when they

automatically dismiss studies that are “merely cross-sectional” or do not employ

“sophisticated statistical modeling.”

Setting the Analysis Goal

An approach that we believe to be more productive puts the substantive question

first. Researchers should start by explicitly spelling out the theoretical estimand of interest in

precise terms that exist outside of any statistical model (Lundberg et al., 2020). At this point,

it may become clearer whether the research question targets causal quantities or not—but

even non-causal endeavors, such as “description of developmental trajectories”, require

conceptual clarity. This estimand, in combination with the additional assumptions

researchers are (or are not) willing to make, determines which research design is

appropriate, be it experimental or non-experimental, cross-sectional or longitudinal, needing

many time points or not.

What does such a well-defined estimand look like? Psychologists like to make claims

about broad concepts (Yarkoni, 2020) and to address broad research questions (“what is the

interplay between talkativeness and happiness?”). However, from a causal inference

perspective, things need to be taken more slowly. For example, a more tractable research

question may concern the effect of being continuously talkative (as opposed to continuously

untalkative) for a certain defined amount of time on well-being immediately after the episode.

Formalization, for example with the help of the potential outcomes model, makes it explicit

that causal effects are defined by contrasts of specific treatments on specific outcomes.

Treatments may be time-varying—there are many different sequences of talkativeness and

untalkativeness that one could contrast to learn something about the effects of talkativeness

on happiness (see Hernán & Robins, 2020, Chapter 19 for an introduction to time-varying

treatments)—and outcomes can be evaluated at different points in time. Thus, there is no

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/U24W
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/U3nS
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/J0VE/?locator_label=chapter&locator=19&prefix=see&suffix=for%20an%20introduction%20to%20time-varying%20treatments
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/J0VE/?locator_label=chapter&locator=19&prefix=see&suffix=for%20an%20introduction%20to%20time-varying%20treatments
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such thing as “the” effect of talkativeness on happiness; there are many different possible

theoretical estimands. This nuance may get lost if we simply apply an out-of-the-box model,

which may target a different estimand than the one we actually have in mind.5

A Side-Note on the Definition of Causal Effects in the Absence of Magic

Pills

Earlier, we alluded to magic pills that fix an individual’s talkativeness at a given level.

Such pills do not exist, and drugs that do affect talkativeness can have many “side” effects

(e.g., potential direct effects on well-being). This simple example reflects a major

complication to causal inference that we had put aside until now: at least in some cases, it

may be impossible to come up with a well-defined causal effect even if the estimand can be

verbalized and appears reasonable.

In general, psychological variables as causes pose challenges as interventions

targeting them are often “fat-handed” (Eronen, 2020), meaning that they will affect multiple

variables simultaneously. This not only constrains experimentation, but also makes it hard to

pin down which hypothetical states of the world we have in mind when estimating causal

effects on the basis of observational data. For example, we likely do not encounter many

situations in which individuals' talkativeness could have varied while all other psychological

variables were held constant.

But there is a second concern that goes beyond this. The effects of talkativeness

may depend on how talkativeness was induced (e.g., by an individual’s genetic disposition,

by a specific situation, or by our hypothetical pill). In such a scenario, does it even make

sense to talk about effects of talkativeness per se?

An example from a different field of research may illustrate the matter more clearly.

Does obesity shorten life? If we take a particular individual, there may be many different

ways to intervene on their body weight. For example, we may put them on a specific diet or a

specific exercise regime, or we may chop off a body part. Any of these will affect body

weight, but how this change in body weight subsequently affects mortality may vary between

interventions. This violates an assumption called consistency (formally, this assumption is

needed to ensure the equivalence of equations (2) and (3) described earlier), and Hernán

and Taubman (2008) go so far as to state the effects of BMI on mortality in observational

5 For example, Lüdtke and Robitzsch (2021) clarify how the inclusion of the random intercept
changes the theoretical estimand of the cross-lagged panel model, and may create a
mismatch with some research questions.

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/019F/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/XUOD/?noauthor=1
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data cannot be well-defined (but see also Pearl, 2018). Yet body weight as an independent

variable seems much more concrete than something like “talkativeness” or “subjective

well-being” (Rohrer & Lucas, 2020). As highlighted by Hernán and Robins (2020, p. 34),

trying to precisely define the causal effect of interest may alter the original question, and

likely lead to narrower estimands. It may also sometimes lead us to discard certain variables

as potential causes to begin with.

Identification Strategy and Design Parameters

Once we have settled on an estimand, we can start thinking about appropriate

identification strategies. Accessible articles provide some guidance on this step (Foster,

2010a; Grosz et al., 2020). Considerations may include whether or not a sufficiently targeted

intervention is available to manipulate talkativeness (but see Eronen, 2020) and thus

whether an experiment is plausible; whether a suitable natural experiment may exist (e.g., a

situation that affects talkativeness in a plausibly random manner); and which time-invariant

or time-varying confounders are deemed relevant.

If within-person data turn out to be a productive way forward—for example, because

time-invariant confounders are deemed particularly relevant, or because we can assume that

there is relevant within-person variability in the independent variable of interest—the causal

angle can clarify specific design parameters. Consideration of potential time-varying

confounders tells us what needs to be assessed. Consideration of the precise definition of

the causal effect of interest tells us which time lag between assessments is sensible.

Discussions of the appropriate time lag in psychology often focus on attempts to

uncover the true underlying dynamic system (Haslbeck & Ryan, 2021) which is, of course,

unknown. Hence, one might conclude that the narrowest possible sampling is desirable, as it

still allows one to estimate effects with a wider lag (for example, in the crudest case, one

might just drop the measurement points in between). In practice, when it comes to time lags,

pragmatic concerns need to be considered as well. High-frequency sampling can

overburden participants, and there is a very real possibility that the assessment interferes

with the causal system of interest. Self-reporting positive affect one-hundred times a day

may influence mood; filling out a personality questionnaire over and over again may change

the way individuals answer the items. Thus, the smallest possible time lag is not always

advisable.6 But if we decide that we want to investigate a relatively well-defined specific

6 A further complication when it comes to self-report data is that the time point of assessment
does not necessarily correspond to the time point of the assessed state. For example, when
asked about their happiness, individuals may think back and aggregate over some time
period. This, of course, makes it even harder to unravel the full underlying causal dynamics.

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/32o9/?prefix=but%20see%20also
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/moo3
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/J0VE/?locator=34&noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/w8Xf+trVY
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/w8Xf+trVY
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/nYIU/?prefix=but%20see
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/AUsb
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causal effect, such as “the immediate effect of picking up one’s smartphone on well-being”,

or “the effect of cumulative smartphone usage over the course of a day on well-being on the

next day”, the research question already implies how data needs to be collected.7

Statistical Estimation

If the theoretical estimand is set, the aim of the statistical analysis is to provide an

actual empirical estimate. We have already extensively referred to the longitudinal modeling

literature above and will thus just briefly emphasize a central concern. Psychological

researchers have often relied on out-of-the-box longitudinal models such as cross-lagged

panel models, which could, in principle, be applied to any pair of variables. Such default

solutions have multiple shortcomings. First, it should be noted that currently, the

psychological literature on within-person associations is not well integrated with the causal

inference literature—thus, for at least some of the out-of-the-box solutions, it is unclear

which (if any) causal effect is targeted by the analysis. Second, the causal webs linking

different sets of variables can look very different, and a model that is not tailored to the

specific underlying causal web cannot recover the causal effects of interest.

Shouldn’t We Just Do Description Instead?

Having read the article so far, readers may feel that inferring causal effects from

(non-experimental) within-person data is an overwhelming task and may instead prefer a

“descriptive” approach (although that term may be used in an ambiguous manner). Indeed,

many longitudinal analyses claim to be descriptive in nature. However, this may partly be a

strategic move to avoid the heightened scrutiny that may result from overtly causal claims

(Alvarez-Vargas et al., 2020; Grosz et al., 2020). We do believe that descriptive research is

currently undervalued in psychology (see e.g., Scheel et al., 2020). But many models in

psychology are too complex to produce good descriptions (Foster, 2010b), and this holds

true for longitudinal models in which the explanation for how coefficients behave quickly turn

opaque. An actually informative descriptive analysis should involve much more basic

description than we routinely encounter in studies analysing longitudinal data.

Furthermore, it is not exactly easy to apply the standard longitudinal models for

descriptive purposes. The literature is filled with many related “state-of-the-art” longitudinal

models such as the random-intercept cross-lagged panel model (Hamaker et al., 2015), the

7 Continuous time modeling (e.g., Driver et al., 2017) can be a useful tool to identify an
underlying continuous process regardless of the particular time lags, and this information
may be useful to determine an optimal lag for a new research design.

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/trVY+YtGZ
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/OLU1/?prefix=see%20e.g.%2C
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/xiD6
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https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/T9jX/?prefix=e.g.%2C
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stable trait/auto-regressive trait/state model (Kenny & Zautra, 1995), the autoregressive

latent trajectory model (Bollen & Curran, 2004) and the dual-change score model (McArdle &

Hamagami, 2001); many of which can be specified in multiple ways (e.g., with or without

residual variables). In principle, with these models, we can elegantly address the underlying

(causal!) within-person dynamics if we correctly specify the model that precisely reflects

reality. In reality, we do not know which model generated the data, and presented with a

daunting number of different models and little guidance which nuances matter and which

don’t, we may resort to the standard that is accepted in the field—and that might not be

optimal, as we know from the story of cross-lagged panel models (Hamaker et al., 2015). In

any case, trying to uncover the complete dynamics of a system is a more ambitious task

than identifying a specific causal effect; once we fail to uncover the complete dynamics, the

interpretation of any specific component of the model becomes questionable.

In comparison to attempting to describe longitudinal data with a large number of

different models, we argue that it may actually be easier to estimate a causal effect of

interest. Putting causal inference upfront, we are still confronted with a challenging task, but

one that is potentially more tractable because there is at least a clear analysis goal: recovery

of a specific causal effect (as opposed to uncovery of the whole causal dynamics). The

choice of the data-analytic model only matters insofar as it should map onto the assumptions

about the underlying causal web that we are willing to make. These assumptions will often

be strong and potentially unrealistic—there is no free lunch—but at least we are actually

tackling the question of interest.

Consider, for example, the debate surrounding the age trajectory of happiness

(Galambos et al., 2020). This actually seems to be one of the easier questions one could

tackle with longitudinal data, yet it has spawned a bloated literature and lots of confusion

about how to specify the model. If we tackle the problem from a causal inference

perspective, as demonstrated by Kratz and Brüderl (2021), it becomes clear that some

analytic decisions are just wrong (e.g., statistical adjustment for mediators, which only

makes sense if we are trying to address a different research question), whereas others hinge

on additional assumptions (e.g., about the existence and shape of period and cohort effects).

This does not mean that the debate is automatically settled, but at least we can pinpoint

where exactly analysts disagree and how to make progress on the research question.

We believe that a better understanding of causal inference, and how it can be

enhanced with the help of within-person data, has the potential to clarify other debates in

psychological research as well, resulting in an overall improvement of the quality of our

inferences.

https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/RGyW
https://paperpile.com/c/umgk5K/F8nf
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